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Where exactly does the odour come from? What causes a substance to produce a certain scent? 

 

One could approach answering this question in many ways, and one way would be to look at the 

language used to represent the molecules. Structural formulae are exactly that, and that is where 

this data exploration task starts. Looking at the language of chemistry, and individual words in its 

dictionary, we search for the ones most responsible for particular odours. 

  

Starting from molecular formulae, parsing them into millions of words (features, sub-molecular 

structures), and looking for largest overlapping structures, we collect a dictionary of molecular 

features. With data collected from experiments where experts evaluated the sensory properties of 

substances, it was possible to build a data set containing the applicability of a list of odour 

descriptors to the substances used in the experiment. Using LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage 

and Selection Operator) regression regularization for feature extraction, we aim to find the 

features most responsible for the applicability scores by which descriptors were rated in the 

experiment - in other words, features most responsible for the expression of a certain odour. By 

grouping descriptors with clustering techniques, we can explore similarities of features among the 

groups and search for chemically meaningful features that define a descriptor cluster. 
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